
Elements of Poetry

Poetry is the literary form in which style is most inseparable 
from content. Poetry tends to emphasize:

 the connection between sound and sense

 controlled patterns of rhythm and syntax

 vivid, often figurative language

 visual effect of arrangement of words on the page



Main Types of Poetry

epic: a long narrative poem on a serious and exalted subject 
often recounting the exploits of a cultural hero. Originally 
began as oral performance. John Milton’s Paradise Lost; Homer’s 
Iliad, the anonymous Beowulf and Gilgamesh.

dramatic: poetry in which the writer creates the voice of an 
invented character. Dramatic poetry can range from simple 
monologues such as Robert Browning’s “My Last Duchess” or 
Langston Hughes’ “Mother to Son” to the plays of William 
Shakespeare.

lyric: poetry in which an individual speaker expresses what 
he or she feels, perceives, and thinks. Lyrics usually employ the 
first person and are relatively short; however, the type ranges 
from Shakespeare’s sonnets to Allen Ginsberg’s “Howl.”



Figurative Language–Tropes
 Figurative language refers to words that are used in ways that depart 
conspicuously from their literal applications. 

 simile: explicit comparison of two essentially unlike items using “like” or 
“as.” Ben’s room is like a pig sty.

 metaphor: implicit comparison of two essentially unlike terms (tenor and 
vehicle) without using “like” or “as.” Ben’s room is a pig sty. Mixed 
metaphors occur when two incongruous vehicles are applied to the same 
tenor: She felt a heavy burden of guilt, but she would not let it engulf her 
resolve. Extended metaphors are sustained through several lines.

 personification: treating an abstract concept, animal, or inanimate object 
as though it had human attributes. “Death is my son-in-law, Death is my heir.” 
--Romeo and Juliet. Allegory is an extended form of personification in which 
an abstract concept is presented as though it were an independent character. 
Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress



 synecdoche: (from Greek “to take up together”) uses the name of a 
part to represent the whole or the whole to represent a part.  The fleet 
comprised forty sails.

 metonomy: (from Greek for “changing a name”) uses the name of 
something closely associated to the thing being described. The pen is 
mightier than the sword.

 irony: (from the Greek dramatic character Eiron, who pretended to be 
stupid) presents a deliberate contrast between two levels of meaning. 
Verbal irony implying a meaning different from that which is explicitly 
stated. Swift’s “Modest Proposal.” Sarcasm is a simpler and sometimes 
cruder form of verbal irony: reacting to unpleasantness with Great! Just 
what we needed! Structural irony refers to alternate or reversed 
meanings that pervade a work and can result from the use of an unreliable 
narrator or multiple narrative points of view: Twain’s Huck Finn, Faulkner’s 
The Sound and the Fury. Dramatic irony occurs when the audience is 
given knowledge that one or more of the characters lacks. Viola’s disguise 
as a boy in Twelfth Night. 



  paradox: a statement that appears contradictory but actually expresses 
a striking truth: “Except you enthrall me. I never shall be free” John 
Donne

  oxymoron: a compressed paradox: bittersweet, living death, sophomore  
which etymologically refers to “wise” and “foolish”

  litotes: (from Greek “simple”) affirming a point by asserting its 
opposite: He’s no fool.

  periphrasis: stating a point through deliberate circumlocution: a 
common form are euphemisms: passed away for died, in his cups for 
drunk.

  pun: a play on words that have similar sounds but different meanings. ‘I 
am not I, if there be such an ‘Ay’/ Or those eyes shut that makes thee 
answer ‘Ay.’” -- Romeo and Juliet



Figurative Language–Figures of Speech

 Figures of speech (schemes) depend upon a change in the standard 
order of syntax to create special effects.  

 apostrophe: an address to a dead or absent person or to an inanimate 
object. “Come civil night,/ Thou sober-suited matron all in black” Romeo 
and Juliet. 

 rhetorical question: posed to emphasize a foregone conclusion rather 
than solicit a reply. Is this a holy thing to see/ In a rich and fruitful land,/ 
Babes reduced to misery,/ Fed with cold and usurous hand?” William Blake.

 anaphora: intentional repetition of words or phrases at the beginning of 
lines, stanza, sentences, or paragraphs. “Cannon to the right of them/ 
Cannon to the left of them/ Cannon in front of them/ Volleyed and 
thundered.” Tennyson’s “Charge of the Light Brigade.

 antithesis: words or phrases that are parallel in order and syntax 
express opposite or contrasting meanings: “It was the best of times, it was 
the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness 
…” Dickens

 chiasmus: two successive phrases are parallel in syntax but reverse the 
order of the analogous words. “The land was ours before we were the 
land’s” Frost’s “The Gift Outright” 



Prosody–Types of Meter

  quantitative meter: based on length of syllables that 
constitute a line. Greek and Latin poetry.

  syllabic meter: based on the number of syllables in a 
line. Used in relatively evenly stressed languages such as 
French, Spanish, Japanese.

  accentual meter:  based on numbered of stressed 
syllables in a line. Old English and other Germanic poetry

  accentual-syllabic meter: based on number of 
syllables and pattern of stress. 



Prosody–Metrical Feet

iamb: unstressed syllable followed by a stressed syllable 

 He thought / he kept / the u / niverse / alone

anapest:  two unstressed syllables followed by a stressed

 and the eyes / of the sleep / ers waxed dead / ly and chill

trochee:  a stressed syllable followed by an unstressed

 Dou ble / Dou ble / toil and / trou ble

dactyl:  a stressed syllable followed by two unstressed.

 Can non in / front of them / vol leyed and / thun der ed

Substitute feet:

spondee: two stressed syllables

pyrrhic: two unstressed syllables

 I walk / through the / long school / room quest / ion ing

 A kind / old nun / in a / white hood / re plies



Prosody–Metrical Feet

monometer:

 Though she / were true / when you / met her

 And last / till you / write your / letter,

  Yet she

  Will be

 False, ere / I come, / to two, or three. (John Donne, “Song”)

dimeter:

 Wild nights – / Wild nights!

 Were I / with thee

 Wild nights / should be

 Our lux / ury!  (Emily Dickinson, “Wild Nights”)



Prosody–Metrical Feet

trimeter:

 We romped / until / the pans

 Slid from / the kit / chen shelf;

 My mo / ther’s coun / tenance

 Could not / unfrown / itself (Theodore Roethke “My Pap’s Waltz”

tetrameter:

 She walks / in beau / ty like / the night

 Of clouds / less climes / and star / ry skies (Byron, “She Walks in 
Beauty”

pentameter:

 When I / have fears / that I / may cease / to be

 Before / my pen / has gleaned / my teem / ing brain (Keats)



Prosody–Metrical Feet

hexameter:

 I cried / for mad / der mus / ic and / for strong / er wine,

 But when / the feast / is fin / ished and / the lamps, / expire 

 Then falls / thy sha / dow, Cy / nara! / The night / is thine 

  (Ernest Dowson, “Cyanara”)

heptameter:

 ‘Twas on / a ho / ly Thurs / day, their, inno / cent fa / ces clean

 The chil /dren walk / ing two / and two / in red / and blue / and green

  (Blake, “Holy Thursday”)



masculine ending:  lines that end in a stressed syllable

 that time / of year / thou dost / in me / be hold

feminine ending:  lines that end in an unstressed syllable. 

 To be / or not / to be / that is / the ques / ion

end-stopped: lines that contain a complete sentence or independent 
clause and so have a distinct pause at the end. 

 The sea is calm tonight.

enjambed: the sentence or clause continues for two or more lines. 

 She is as in a field a silken tent

 At midday when a sunny summer breeze

 Has dried the dew and all its ropes relent.

Prosody–Line Endings



Prosody–Poetic Forms

stanzas: a recurrent pattern of meter, line length, and rhyme

couplet: a pair of rhymed lines of the same length and meter:

 Give me a look, give me a face.

 That makes simplicity a grace (Ben Johnson)

tercet: three lines that usually share the same rhyme

 Whenas in silks my Julia goes,

 Then, then, methinks, how sweetly flows

 That liquefaction of her clothes (Robert Herrick)

quatrain: four lines that use a variety of meters and rhyme schemes

 I went to the Garden of Love,  [a]

 And saw what I never had seen: [b]

 A Chapel was built in the midst,  [c]

 Where I used to play on the green [b] (William Blake)



Prosody–Poetic Forms

blank verse:  a recurrent pattern of meter and line length (iambic pentameter) 
but without rhyme. Frost’s “Mending Wall”

 We keep the wall between us as we go.

 To each the boulders that have fallen to each.

free verse:  no recurrent meter, line length,  or rhyme. King James translation of 
the Psalms

 I am the rose of Sharon, and the lily of the valleys

 As the lily among the thorns, so is my love among the daughters.

 As the apple tree among the trees of the wood, so is my beloved among 

  the sons


